Abstract-Data in smart grids with features of volume, velocity, variety, and veracity (i.e. 4Vs data) are difficult to handle by traditional tools, which are highly dependent on assumptions of specific roles or models with casual logics. This paper motivates big data analysis to process data from high-dimensional perspectives by using random matrix theory. An architecture combining smart grids and big data is proposed as a universal solution for control and operation in power systems. Based on this architecture, we are able to detect signals indicating sudden changes or faults in a power grid by comparing experimental findings with the random matrix theoretical predictions. Mean Spectral energy Radius (MSR) is defined as a new statistic to visualize the data correlations for this architecture. Comparative analysis of the MSRs from distributed regional centers under group-work mode is able to produce a contour line to locate the signal source even with data of imperceptible differences in lowdimensional perspectives. It demonstrates that some analyses are able to be extracted directly from the raw data which was hardly observable by conventional tools. Five case studies and their visualizations validate the effectiveness and higher performance of this designed architecture in various fields of smart grids. To our best knowledge, this study is the first attempt to design such a universal architecture for applying big data in smart grids.
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elapsed time or hardware resources by traditional tools, has encouraged the development of an emerging and interesting field-Big Data researches for power system [11] [12] [13] . System architectures of big data applications in smart grids will appear as in other fields, for example, financial systems. After tying together smart grids and big data, we are able to crystallize many traditional problems and focus our efforts on their connection.
A. Contribution
This paper demonstrates a new architecture to apply big data in smart grids as a statistical solution with universal processes. Firstly, we introduce the random matrix theory as our mathematic foundation. Then, a standard random matrix is formed in a systematical manner to map the measured or simulated data in power systems. Finally, we conduct matrices analysis and compare experimental findings with the theoretical predictions (i.e. the Marchenko-Pastur Law, the Kernel Density Estimation, and the Single-ring Law). Based on the above mathematical procedure, a new statistic-mean spectral energy radius (MSR)-is proposed to visualize the data correlations and clarify what should be interchanged among the grid components under the group-work mode. We also conduct five case studies based on this architecture and summarize the most interesting results. 1) The results of comparisons between experimental findings and the random matrix theory predictions are sensitive to events, as well as the proposed statistic MSR. In addition, there are some inherent relations for variety of data in high-dimensional perspectives.
2) There exists some relationships between the MSR and other engineering or mathematical parameters.
3) The data processing procedures of this architecture are used as a new method to find critical active power point at any bus node taking account of grid fluctuations. 4) Comparative analysis of the MSRs is able to generate a contour line to locate signal source even with data of imperceptible differences from distributed regional centers. 5) The architecture is suitable for not only the power flow analysis, but also the fault detection. To our best knowledge, our study represents the first such attempt in the literature on power systems.
B. Related Work
It is well-established that data resource in power systems should be utilized much more efficiently. For example, Kanao et al. proposed a practical data utilization method based on harmonic state-estimation (HSE) for power system harmonic analysis [14] . It was a data processing method in a specific field and only available when the engineering model is accurate. Alahakoon et al. proposed advanced analytic refer to a number of techniques which include a combination of data mining and knowledge discovery tools, machine learning technologies, and so on [15] . It required a lot of related sciences and technologies, however. Recently, Xu initiated power disturbance data analytics to explore useful aspects of power quality monitoring data and showed a wide applied scope in the future [16] . The mathematical foundations and system framework were missing yet. Although lots of researches were done about physical models in specific fields of power systems with according data utilization method, little attention has been paid to the architecture designed for power systems with solid mathematical foundations and universal statistical procedures. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the theoretical models based on random matrix theory. Section III proposes the big data architecture for power systems and demonstrates the advantages. Section IV presents five case studies based on the designed architecture in various fields of smart grids, after which some big data findings are compared with theoretical predictions proposed in Section II to detect signals from noises. Section V concludes the paper.
II. FROM RANDOM MATRIX THEORY TO BIG DATA ANALYSIS
A. Random Matrix Theory
1) Marchenko-Pastur Law (MP Law):
The MP Law describes the asymptotic behavior of singular values of large rectangular random matrices. Let X = {ξ ij } be a N ×T (N/T = c ∈ (0, 1] ) random matrix whose entries are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) variables with mean µ = 0 and variance σ 2 < ∞. The empirical spectrum density (ESD) of the corresponding sample covariance matrix S = 1 T XX H (i.e. f (λ S )) converges to the distribution of MP Law [17, 18] with density function:
where
2) Kernel Density Estimation (KDE):
A nonparametric estimate [19] of the empirical spectral density of the sample covariance matrix is used
where λ i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) are the eigenvalues of S, and K(·) is the kernel function for bandwidth parameter h.
3) The Single-Ring Law: For each n 1, let A n be a random matrix which admits the decomposition:
where s i H s i are positive, and U n and V n are two independent random unitary matrices which are Haar-distributed independently from T n . In probability, the ESD of A n converges weakly to a deterministic measure whose support is under certain mild conditions [20] . Some outliers to single ring law [21] are observed.
Consider the matrices productZ = L i=1 X u,i , where X u is the singular value equivalent [22] of the rectangular N ×T non-Hermitian random matrixX, whose entries are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) variables with mean µ(x k,: ) = 0 and variance σ 2 (x k,: ) = 1 for k = (1, 2, · · · , N ). The matrices productZ is converted to Z by a transform which make the variance to σ 2 (z :,k ) = 1/N for k = (1, 2, · · · , N ). Thus, the empirical spectrum density of Z converges almost surely to the same limit given by
as N, T → ∞ with the ratio N, T = c ∈ (0, 1]. On the complex plane of the eigenvalues, the inner circle radius r min λ(Z) is (1 − c) α/2 and outer circle radius is unity. Moreover, S = ZZ H is able to acquired and its ESD converges to the the distribution of MP Law.
B. Big Data Analysis
Currently, there exists no general standardized definition for Big Data. In this paper, we give a mathematical definition below used in the past work [7] [8] [9] 17] • Data samples are modeled as vectors, say x 1 ,x 2 ,· · · ,x n ; • The number of data samples, say n, is large; • A function f (x 1 ,x 2 ,· · · ,x n ) is defined using n random vectors;
In the power systems, lots of raw datax are acquired by observations or simulations; for a certain time t i , they are arranged as a vectorx t i . As time goes by, vectors are acquired one by one and a sheet is naturally formed as data set to map the systems. Any arbitrary section in the set is available as raw data source Ωx for further analyses. Thus, the Ωx consists of sample vectors on a series of times denoted aŝ x t 1 ,x t 2 , · · · ,x t i , · · ·; at any time t i , the vectorx t i comprises sample data denoted as x t i , n 1 , x t i , n 2 , · · · , x t i , n i , · · · . The length of n is decided by the number of variables at a single sampling time, and the length of t is subject to the volume of historical data set and is generally big enough.
For the raw data source Ωx , we can focus on any data area as a split-window to form a raw matrixX. Then, it is converted to a standard non-Hermitian random matrixX by a normalization which is performed line-by-line with following algorithms:
The matrix X u ∈ C |N×N is introduced as the singular value equivalent of the matrixX ∈ C |N×T by
Then, the matrices productZ = L i=1 X u,i is acquired, based on which Z is calculated row-by-row with following formula:
With the variable transformation above, the matrix Z is acquired. Furthermore, we calculate the mean value of the radius for all the eigenvalues of Z on the complex plane as a new high-dimensional statistic κ MSR (i.e. κ MSR = r λ(Z) ).
In general, we conduct high-dimensional analysis to reveal the statistical properties of the raw datax . Z and its empirical spectrum density are analyzed based on the newly developed Single-ring Law, and the high-dimensional statistic κ MSR is calculated and visualized. In addition, the corresponding sample covariance matrix S = 1 T ZZ H is calculated for further analyses by using the histogram, the KDE, and the MP Law.
III. A BIG DATA ARCHITECTURE FOR SMART GRIDS AND ITS ADVANTAGES A. Big Data Architecture for Smart Grids
The architecture consists of two independent procedures to connect smart grids and big data: big data modeling as an engineering procedure for the smart grids, and big data analysis as a mathematical procedure for the big data, respectively. The frequently used notations are shown in Table I . sample points number in a window, equals to T Len A Node node area to focus on the data split-window N Len length of A Node t time: t 0 for current time, ts for sampling time X matrix in the split-window:X for raw data,X for transition, X for singular value equivalent S corresponding sample covariance matrix of X P Bus-n power demand of load at bus-n P max Bus-n critical point on Power-V oltage curve for bus-n γ Acc addition factor for load fluctuation of the grid γ Mul multiplication factor for load fluctuation of the grid
The designed architecture for smart grids is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The raw data source Ωx is acquired during the engineering procedure as described in Section II. Then we conduct following steps as the mathematical procedure to extract analyses:
Especially, in step 2) Focus on the data window, if the last edge of the sampling time area is current time (i.e. A Time (end) = t 0 ), we focus on a real-time data window. Besides, as the split-window in fixed size slides across data source area with t Ω set in 1b), a series of κ MSR will be got for further research and visualization.
B. Advantages in Algorithm for Data Processing
This architecture analyzes data from high-dimensional perspectives. The solid purple lines in Fig. 3 illustrates the four
Steps of Mathematical Procedure 1) Set the initial parameters 1a) Set A Time0 and A Node0 to focus on the first data window 1b) Set tΩ and k = 0 to slide the moving split-window (MSW) 2) Focus on correspond window to formX (A Time = A Time0 + k) 3) Convert the raw matrixX to standard random matrixX 4) Calculate Xu,Z, Z, S 5) Calculate the eigenvalues and do empirical spectrum density analysis 6) Calculate the κ MSR 7) Visualize results 8) Judge as times goes by: 8a) k < tΩ ⇒ k++; back to step 2) 8b) k tΩ ⇒ END)
Fig. 1:
The designed big data architecture for smart grids. The part above the dot line illustrates an engineering procedure for big data modeling, during which the raw data source Ωx are formed to map the physical system. The other part below the dot line illustrates a mathematical procedure for big data analysis. It is fully independent of engineering parameters, and during which the analyses are extracted directly from the raw 4Vs datax .
Steps of Data Management for G3
1) Form standard random matricesX 2) Acquire Z, S by variables transforming (X → Xu →Z → Z → S) 3) Calculate eigenvalues of Z and do ESD analysis for S, and Calculate κ MSR with time goes by. Visualize and compare the results with the random matrix theory to conduct high-dimensional analysis 4) Conduct engineering interpretations steps of the data management in this architecture. It is a universal procedure as follows:
On the other hand, the procedure of traditional data processing algorithms relies highly on specific simplifications and assumptions to build models. Taking genetic algorithm for an example, two steps are required to achieve the result. The first step is to transcode the engineering variables to gene as input for the gene model, which is based on hypothesis for the specific roles of the engineering systems. The second step is to perform the genetic algorithm through selection, crossover and mutation operations. During these operations, however, the problems such as improper settings of the size of the population, or the probabilities of the crossover or the mutation, will inevitably make the result worse.
Compared to traditional algorithms, big data analysis enable us to analyze the interrelation and interaction seen as correlations directly from the raw data. It is a pure mathematic procedure without subjective assumptions, physical models, or causal logics. As a result, they are easier in logic and faster in speed. Moreover, except step 4): Conduct Engineering Interpretation, the whole procedure are objective without introducing or accumulating the system errors; besides, the accidental errors can be eliminated either with the random matrix size growing, or by repletion test and parallel computing as a result of the independence of the algorithm.
C. Advantages in Managing Mode for Grid Operation
Generally, the power grids evolutions are summarized as three generations-G1, G2, and G3 [23] . Their own network structures are depicted in Fig. 11 [24] . In addition, their data flows and energy flows, as well as corresponding data management systems and work modes, are quite different [25] , as detailed in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , respectively. We will discuss the background and basic information, as well as the managing mode for G1, G2, and G3 in details. It will come to a conclusion that the group-work mode based on the big data architecture is the trend for smart grids.
G1 was developed from around 1900 to 1950, featured by small grids. For G1, components interchange energy and data within the isolated grid to keep system stability. The components are fully controlled by decentralized control system and operating under individual-work mode. It means that each apparatus collects designated data and makes corresponding decisions only with its own application, just as shown at the above part of Fig. 11a . The G1 individual-work mode works with an easy logic and little information communication. Whereas, it means few advanced functions and inefficient utilization for data resources. It is only suitable for small isolated grids. Fig.  3 . In general, the G2 team-work mode aims to make accurate engineering models with specific parameters based on many technologies and sciences. Therefore, it will not work well for G3 with 4Vs data as described in Section I. The development of G3 was launched at the beginning of the 21st century, and expected to be completed over 2050. Fig. 11c shows that the clear-cut partitioning is no longer suitable for G3, as well as the G2 team-work mode which is based on the regional leader. For G3, the control force of the regional center (if still exist) is greatly released by individual units. The high performance and self-control individuals results in much more flexible flows to improve utilization by sharing resources among the whole grid. Accordingly, the group-work mode is proposed. Under this mode, the individuals play a dominant part under the authority of the global control centers [25] ; and VPPs (Virtual Power Plants) [32] , MMGs (multi-microgrids) [33] , for instance, typically operate under this mode. It provides a relaxed environment to benefit both the individuals and the grids: the formers, driven by their own interests and characteristics, create or join a relatively free group to benefit mutually from sharing advantageous resources; meanwhile, the groups, such as VPPs and MMGs, are generally big and controllable enough to be good customer or managers to assist the latters (i.e. the smart grids).
IV. FIVE CASE STUDIES
For the following designed experiments, all the data are obtained in two scenarios: 1) Only noises (i.e. benchmark, whose statistical results agree with the MP Law and the Ring Law); 2) Signals plus noises. In the following five cases, we treat small random loads fluctuations and sample errors as white noises, and sudden changes or faults as signals. Case 1 to Case 4, based on Matpower, belongs to the field of power system stability and control; Case 5, based on PSCAD/EMTDC, is about fault detection. Case 1 is a simple study to validate that big data is able to quickly detect the signals from the noises with the real time data flow. Case 2 studies the relationships between the statistic MSR and other engineering or mathematic parameters. Case 3 proposes a new method based on case 2 to calculate critical active power point. Case 4 is an advanced application for the proposed big data architecture: extracting useful analyses which are hardly observed in low-dimensional perspectives by comparative analysis of MSRs from different regional centers under group-work mode. Case 5 shows that the architecture is also suitable for other fields in power systems such as fault detection.
A. Case 1: Observation from the Split-Window with Full Network and 500 Sample Points-N Len = 118, ζ = 500
The grid is a standard IEEE 118-bus system with six partitions displayed as Fig. 12 [34] . Detailed information about the test bed is referred to the case118.m in Matpower package and Matpower 4.1 Users Manual [35] . Case 1 is a simple case to validate the effectiveness of the designed architecture. Let N = 118, t = 500, c = N/T = 0.236, as typical value. Thus each split-window has n = N T = 59, 000 data. Table II shows the series of assumed events, and the accordingly data visualization and MSR are depicted as Fig. 4 and 5, respectively. 1) Sampling time t s = 550 s, Time Area A Time = 51 : 550 s: There are only small load fluctuations in this split-window, which means that white-noises play a dominant part. Then, we compare the histogram, the KDE and the MP Law. Inspection of Fig. 4a indicates that, in a white-noises dominated system, the kernel density estimation (in red line) matches the histogram (in blue bar) very well. Moreover, the histogram curve and the KDE curve agree with MP Law (in blue line).
2) Sampling time t s = 551 s, Time Area A Time = 52 : 551 s: For this split-window, Fig. 4b shows that the eigenvalues of the Ring-Law collapse to the circle center, and both the histogram and the KDE deviate from the MP Laws. According to the MP Laws, there are some signals in the system-any deviation of the benchmark (white noises only) indicates the presence of signal. Indeed, just at time t = 551 s, the P Bus-59 suddenly changes from 0 MW to 200 MW somehow. Fig. 5 depicts that the κ MSR change dramatically in a short time. As the length of time area ζ = 500, time t = 551 s when the step change is occurring as the signal is included during all the sampling times from t s = 551 s to t s = 1049 s. It results in the deviation (0.9368, 0.8081, 0.7757, · · · ). At the sampling time t s = 1050 s when the time area A Time = 551 : 1050 s, however, the step signal is no longer exist, as well as the deviation of the histogram and the KDE from the MP Law, and the κ MSR is back to 0.9320.
In addition, it is found that κ MSR for the data of V (red line) which has definite physical meaning, and of V + iθ (black line) without any physical meaning, have the same trend. It indicates that MSR is a high-dimensional statistic which is independent of physical model and causal logic in some way. The green line indicates the inner radius of the single ring for the analyzing matrix, whose value is fully depended on the matrix size as formula 4 in section II.
This case indicates that the presented statistic MSR is sensitive to events, and there are some inherent relations for the variety of data. In general, it illustrates that real-time analysis can be carried out with less kinds of data under highdimensional perspectives. Case 2 is similar to the previous one except that ζ is changed to 240 s, and the events are rearranged. In this case, we try to find the relationships between the MSR and the engineering parameters. The series of assumed events and κ MSR -t curve are depicted as Table III and Figure 6 , respectively. a) During one step-change, there is a negative correlation between the min value of the MSR (i.e. κ MSR ) and the stepchange value of P Bus-59 (i.e. ∆P Bus-59 ): c) When the P Bus-59 approaches to the critical active power point P max Bus-59 , a litter step change of the P Bus-59 will lead to a small value of the κ min MSR . The feature b) and c) is available to conduct vulnerable node identification [36] as a new method. d) When the P Bus-59 is beyond the P max Bus-59 (i.e. P Bus-59 > 2555 MW), the κ MSR is no longer steady.
C. Case 3: Critical Power Point Estimation
This case designed as a new method to find the critical point P max Bus-n based on the feature c) and d) of the previous one. In addition, grid fluctuations are set by γ Acc and γ Mul
where x 1 and x 2 are random numbers from a standard Gaussian Distribution. By this model, the critical point P max Bus-n at any designated node is able to be estimated even taking account of the grid fluctuations. In this model, the increase of grid fluctuations means the decrease of signal-noise ratio, which will cause a raise of the κ min MSR . Meanwhile, it will also cause the decrease of the P max Bus-n for a certain node (2555 MW, 2548 MW, 2521 MW) which is commonsensible, just as show in Fig. 7 . For the above three cases, similar results can be achieved by analyzing raw data in low-dimensional perspectives. These cases validate the effectiveness of the designed architecture. In Case 4, however, we will design a case which can hardly be solved by traditional tools. It is based on the power system with 6 partitions (A1 to A6) depicted in Fig. 12 . A PQ node far from slack bus is chosen as signal source, for example, bus-117 in area A1. It is much more vulnerable than PV nodes such as bus-59. This case study is based on the proposed group-work mode. With the same procedures of the former case studies, the events set as signals, the load fluctuations set of the grid as white noises, and the P max Bus-117 and the κ MSR -t curve for the whole gird network are depicted by Table IV Just like the global center, each local one calculates the MSR with data from its own region, such as Fig. 8a for A1, and 8b for A2. When the dada split-window is not big, just as A1 which only has 11 nodes (i.e. N = 11), although the signal is detected, the curve is not smooth. Thus, some areas are combined to smooth the κ MSR -t curve as Fig. 9a for A1&A2, 9b for A3&A5, and 9c for A4&A6, respectively. At last, Fig.  15a, 15b gives the raw data ofV and their low-dimensional visualization for all PQ buses in A3&A5 around sampling time t s = 301 s when the small step-change of P Bus-117 happened as signal. Fig. 14 shows that the critical point is P max Bus-117 = 272.5 MW at t s = 945 s. This point is observed by all the regional centers as shown in Fig. 8 and 9 . Also, a signal occurring just at time t = 301 s is detected in the system. According to the κ MSR of Fig. 9a, 9b and 9c, it is found that to response to the signal at t = 301 s, the distribution of ∆κ MSR in distributed regions is just like the contour line and the A1&A2 is the mountaintop. As a result, we conjecture that the system signal is generated at A1&A2 rather than A3&A5 or A4&A6. The events set in Table IV validates the conjecture. Under the group-work mode, by the interchanges of the regional high-dimensional statistic MSRs, some useful analyses are extracted directly from the raw dataV . Especially, for the raw voltage amplitude data set ΩV of A3&A5 as shown detailed in Fig. 15 , the low-dimensional statistics-either onedimensional Mean or two-dimensional Variance-changes too little to be utilized by using traditional data analysis tools.
E. Case 5: Fault Detection for Active Distribution Network
This case shows the application of the designed architecture in another field of power systems. Faults and disturbances detection has become increasingly complicated in active distribution networks, due to the integration and variation of renewable generators and energy storage units [37] . Table V sets the events series and Fig. 16 illustrates the fault mode as the background of this case. Fig. 10 indicates that some signals are detected by the κ MSR -t curve. Especially, it is conjectured that the most influent events are happening around t = 3, 000 ms and t = 13, 000 ms, which means that the three-phase and line-to-line short circuit has more influence than the single-phase one. Due to space limitations, the fault identification and analyses extraction from the raw data sets ΩV are not discussed detailed. This case just shows that the architecture is also compatible with the protection field in power systems. This paper proposed a new big data architecture based on random matrix theory to connect smart grids and big data. This architecture consists of two independent procedures, which are big data modeling with an engineering procedure for the smart grids, and big data analysis with a mathematical procedure for the big data, respectively. In addition, moving split-window technology was used for real-time analysis, and a new statistic mean spectral energy radius was proposed to clarify what should be interchanged among the units under group-work mode. The algorithm of this architecture is based on a fixed objective procedure which is easier in logic and faster in speed. The architecture is universal, independent and flexible in managing smart grids. In addition, five case studies and their visualizations were designed to validate the performance of the designed architecture in various fields of smart grids.
However, some questions are still left. For example, to figure out the relationships between the mean spectral energy radius MSR and the physical parameters is a long time goal. Apparently, during this initial stage, our aim is to raise many open questions than to actually answer ones.
For the following stages, we will prove the concepts using real data in the power grids. The high-dimensional statistic MSR, illustrated as the contour line mentioned in Case 4, will be programmed as a friendly real-time 3D animation to visualize the status and trend of the whole system in . One wonders if this new direction will be far-reaching in years to come toward the age of Big Data. 
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